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Abstract: Along with the developing fuzzy object-oriented data models for an expression and a processing of uncertain and imprecise data, the 

fuzzy data query languages should also be studied, is built to perform data queries in the fuzzy data models flexibly and certainly. Fuzzy 

association algebra is considered as a query algebra for fuzzy object-oriented data models. In this article, based on possibility distribution and the 

semantic measure of fuzzy data and equivalence degree of two objects, we propose a more general way to define truth values of fuzzy 

association patterns which mean the degree of suitability of patterns as answers for the queries. In addition, we present an illustrative example of 

querying fuzzy object oriented data based on fuzzy association algebra. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fuzzy relational algebra or fuzzy relational calculus 
are considered as the theoretical foundation for querying 
data in the fuzzy relational data models. In object-oriented 
database (OODB), several query algebra for the OODB 
have been  developed on the different bases of data models 
such as association algebra in [12] for an object-oriented  
semantic association model, the query algebra for 
ENCORE [13], …. which are the mathematical 
foundations for their models. In this article, by considering 
three levels of fuzziness into object classes, the structure of 
class level, the object instance level and attribute value 
level, we show how to determine degree of the relationship 
between objects. Thereby, determining the truth value for 
the fuzzy association pattern.  

The article is organized as follows. The basic 
knowledge is presented in section 2. The fuzzy object-
oriented data model is give in section 3. Section 4  
introduces to fuzzy association algebra. The querying a 
fuzzy OODB is mentioned in section 5. And the final section 
is the conclusion. 

II. BASIC KNOWLEDGE 

Fuzzy data can be described with fuzzy sets by Zadeh 
[13]. Let U be a universe of discourse. Then a fuzzy 
value on U is characterized  by  a  fuzzy  set  F  in U. 
Here  a  membership function ]1,0[:UF

is needed to 

define the fuzzy set F, in which )(uF
, for each Uu , 

denotes the degree of membership of u in the fuzzy set F. 
The fuzzy set F is hereby represented as follows. 

}/)(,...,/)(,/)({ 2211 nnFFF uuuuuuF  

When the )(uF
 above is explained to be a measure 

of the possibility  that  a  variable  X  has  the  value  u,  
where  X  takes values  in  U,  a  fuzzy  value  can  be  
described  by  a  possibility distribution. 

}/)(,...,/)(,/)({ 2211 nnXXXX uuuuuu  

 
Here Uuu iiX ),(  denotes the possibility that X takes 

value iu . Let FX ,  be the possibility distribution 

representation and the fuzzy set representation for a fuzzy 

value, respectively. It is apparent that is FX
true. 

The  semantics  of  a  fuzzy  data  represented  by  

possibility distribution  corresponds  to  the  semantic  space.  
The  semantic relationship  between  two  fuzzy  data  is  then  
described  by  the relationship between their semantic 
spaces [15]. The semantic inclusion  degree  is  used  to  
measure  semantic  inclusion  and further semantic 
equivalence of fuzzy data. 

Let 
A    and 

B    be  two  fuzzy  data,  and  their 

semantic spaces be )( ASS  and )( BSS  respectively. Let 

SID( A, B)  denotes  the  degree  that 
A

semantically  

includes    
B

. Then 

)())()((),( BBABA SSSSSSSID  

The  meaning  of  ),( BASID is  the  percentage  of  

the semantic space of 
A  which is wholly included in the 

semantic space  of   
B

. 

Let  U  =  }...,,,{ 21 nuuu be  the  universe  of discourse.  

Let   
A    and   

B    be  two  fuzzy  data  on  U  based  on 
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possibility   distribution.  The  degree  that 
A

semantically  

includes  
B

 is defined as follows 
n

i

iB

n

i

iAiBUuBA uuuSID
i

11

)())(),((min),(  

Let  U  =  }...,,,{ 21 nuuu  be  the  universe  of discourse. Let 

Res be a resemblance relation on domain U, α for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 be 
a threshold corresponding to Res. The  degree  that 

A
semantically  includes  

B
 is defined as follows 

n

i

iBjAiB

n

i
uusUuu

BA uuuSID
jiji 11
),(Re;,

)())(),((min),(
 

Let 
A    and 

B
 be two fuzzy data. Let 

),( BASE denote the degree that 
A

 and  
B

are equivalent 

to each other. 

),(),,(min),( ABBABA SIDSIDSE  

III. FUZZY OBJECT-ORIENTED DATA MODEL 

A  fuzzy object-oriented data model is defined  as an 
enhanced the object-oriented data model by  replacing 
objects with fuzzy objects, classes with fuzzy classes and 
associations with  fuzzy  associations on the essential 
characteristics of object-oriented paradigm. 

A.  Fuzzy Object and Fuzzy Class 

Some objects having  the  same structural and 
behavioral properties  are  grouped together to  form  an  
object class. Object  classes are  categories into primitive 
classes and non-primitive classes. A  primitive class 
represents  a  class  of  self-named objects  serving  as  a 
domain  for defining other object classes, such as a class of 
symbols  or  numerical values.  A  non-primitive class 
represents a  set of objects, each of which is an assigned 
OID and its data are explicitly entered in a database  by the 
user.  The  structural properties  of  an  object  class are 
represented by  descriptive data which define states  of 
objects and  association data which  specify  relationships 
between its objects of some  related classes. 

In fuzzy object-oriented database, there are three levels 
of fuzziness into object classes. These three levels of 
fuzziness are defined as follows 

- The first level (the structure of class level) in which 
attributes of class may be fuzzy, i.e., they have a 
membership degree to their class. 

- The second level (object instance level) related to the 
fuzzy occurrences of objects. Even though the structure of 
an entity is crisp, it is possible that an instance of the class 
belongs to the class with degree of membership. 

- The third (attribute value level) concerns in the 
values of attributes of the instance of the class. An attribute 
in a class defines a value domain. When this domain is a 
fuzzy subset or a set of fuzzy subsets, the fuzziness of an 
attribute value appears.  

An fuzzy object of the fuzzy class 
iC  is represented by 

a pair ))(,( ijCij oo
i

, where 
ijo is jth object in fuzzy class 

iC , 

)( ijC o
i

is a degree of membership of  object 
ijo in fuzzy 

class 
iC , 1)(0 ijC o

i

. 

For extensional database, a fuzzy class 
iC  can be 

defined as the following: ))}(,{( ijCiji ooC
i

 

B.  Equivalence of Two Objects Within a Class 

In   the   context   of   the   fuzzy   object-oriented   
databases, objects may be fuzzy. In order to denote the 
possibility degree that  two  fuzzy  objects  o

1  and  o
2  refer  

to  the  same  real  world object, the notion of equivalence 
degree of o

1  and o
2
 is in [0, 1]. Formally, let the 

equivalence degree of o1  and o
2  be ),( 21 oo . In the 

following, we investigate how to calculate ),( 21 oo  based 

on the relationships between two classes that o
1  and o

2  
belong to. 

a.  Equivalence of Two Objects within a Class 

Let C be a class with attributes {A
1
, A2, …, A

n
} and o

1  
and o

2  be  two  objects  belong to the same class C. Also 

assume that o
1
.Ai and o

2.Ai are allowed to be fuzzy values. 

Then o
1  and o

2 are fuzzy objects. 

In order to compare objects o
1  and o

2  and calculate 

),( 21 oo , we first need to compare their corresponding 

attributes. For each pair of values of the same attribute (say 
Ai  (1≤ i ≤ n), we obtain their equivalence degree, 

denoted ),( 21 oo
iA

,(0 ≤  ),( 21 oo
iA

 ≤ 1). Here  

),( 21 oo
iA

= SE(o1.Ai, o2.Ai), where SE(o1.Ai, o2.Ai) is 

computed in a similar way to [4]. 

On the basis, we then combine the equivalence degrees 

that are obtained in the values of their attributes.   

Considering that different attributes play different roles 

in object comparison, and some may be dominant and some 

may be non-dominant, a weight wi is assigned to each 

attribute of C according to its importance such that 0 wi ≤ 1. 

Formally,  the  equivalence  degree  of  o1   and  o2, 

denoted ),( 21 oo , is expressed as follows. 

n

i

i

n

i

iii

Aw

AwAoAoSE

oo

1

1

21

21

)(

)().,.(

),(
 (1) 

If ),( 21 oo  =  0,  o1  and  o2  do  not  refer  to  the  same  

real- world object; if  ),( 21 oo  = 1, o1  and o2  refer to the same 

real world object. If 0 < ),( 21 oo < 1, o1  and o2  refer to the 

same real-world object to some extent. 

b. Equivalence of Two Objects of Superclasse and 

Subclass 

Let C be a class with attributes {A
1
, A2, …, A

n
} and C’ 

be a subclass of C with attributes {A1, A2, ..., Ak, A
’
k+i, ..., 

A’
m , Am+1,..., An}. Here attributes A’

k+i, ..., A’
m are 

overridden from Ak+1, ..., Am and attributes Am+1,..., An are 
special. Let o1  be a fuzzy object of C1  and o2  be a fuzzy object 

of C2. 

In  order  to  compare  objects  o
1   of  C   and  o

2   of  

C‟   and calculate ),( 21 oo , generally   speaking,   we  also  

need  to compare their corresponding attributes and then 
combine their equivalence degrees together with the 
consideration of attribute weights. For each pair of values 
of the same attribute (say Ai  (1≤ i ≤ k)), we obtain their 

equivalence degree, denoted ),( 21 oo
iA

 )1),(0( 21 oo
iA

. 

For each pair of values of the attribute and its overridden 
attribute (say A

j  and A‟
j  (k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m)), we obtain their 

equivalence degree, denoted   ),( 21 oo
jA

 )1),(0( 21 oo
jA

. 

Here 
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),( 21 oo
jA

= SE(o1.Ai, o2.Ai), where SE(o1.Ai, o2.Ai) is 

computed in a similar way in [4].  

The values of the  attributes  Ap   (m+1 ≤  p ≤ n)  in  o
2   

do  not  need  to  be considered because they have no 

counterpart in o
1
. Finally we have:  

m

kj

j

k

i

i

m

kj

jji

k

i

iii

AwAw

AwAoAoSEAwAoAoSE

oo

1

'

1

1

''

21

1

21

21

)()(

)().,.()().,.(

),(

  (2) 

C. Fuzzy Association 

A fuzzy association is a relationship with fuzzy 
semantics of two classes. For examples, 'may be 
‟association,‟ fluent associations are fuzzy associations. At 
an object level, a fuzzy association is defined as an 
association having a degree of relationship 10 RR  

between two objects. A fuzzy association (FA) is defined 
as the followings [11]: 

))},)((),,{(()( mnijmnijim ookRookFA   

Such that 

)))(,(,))(,(, mmnCmniijCij CooCooni
mi

 

and ]1,0[),)(( mnij ookR  

where ]1,0[),)(( mnij ookR   is  a  relationship value  

between two objects o  and  
nmo .  k  is  an  identifier  of  

association. 
For  fuzzy associations, imprecise and vague linguistic 

terms such as 'young' can be  represented, for examples, 
„Young People” association can be expressed as a set of 
fuzzy associations between object 

ijo (an object in class 

Person) and an  integer  in  the domain of  the age such as 
)}3.0),31,((),5.0),30,((),6.0),28,((),7.0),26,((),9.0),25,{(( ijijijijij ooooo   

This  possibility distribution can be decomposed with  5  
fuzzy  associations, such as „one person relates to object 

ijo  

is 25 years old‟ with relationship value  0.9,  „one person 
relates to object 

ijo  is 26 years old‟ with relationship value  

0.7 or as so on. The association with ),)(( mnij ookR = 0 is not 

needed to be represented explicitly in database. A 
conventional association of OO database can be extend to an 
association having value 1. 

D. Representations of fuzzy OO Databases 

The fuzzy OODB is represented by two extended 
fuzzy graphs for both extensional and intensional 
databases.  A fuzzy schema graph represents an  
intensional database  and  a fuzzy object  graph represents  
an extensional database. 

Fuzzy Schema Graph (FSG):  The FSG is  defined as 

),( FACFSG , where },{ iCC i
,  is a set  of vertices  

representing  fuzzy  classes  and  },|)({ mikFAFA im
 is  a  

set of  edges of  fuzzy  associations between two fuzzy 
classes. 

Fuzzy Object Graph (FOG):  The FOG is defined as 

),( FEFOFOG , where ))}(,{( ijCij ooFO
i

  is a  set of 

vertices with truth values representing fuzzy object 
instances, and ))},(,_:){(( mnijmnij ooRookFE   is  a  set  of  

edges with truth values representing  fuzzy  associations 
between  two fuzzy object instances.  

When one object instance is connected with another in 
FOG, a regular-edge (solid line) is drawn between the 

corresponding vertices as 
mn

mnij

ij o
ooR

o
),(  which specifies 

that jth object instance in fuzzy class 
iC is related to nth 

object instance in fuzzy class 
mC through the association of 

classes 
iC and 

mC  with relationship value ),( mnij ooR . If two 

object instance 
mnij oo ,  is not connected in the FOG but 

their classes 
iC  and 

mC in the corresponding FSG is 

directly connected, a complement-edge (dotted line) is 
drawn between them and is denoted by  

In general OO model, an object may participate in 
several classes (e.g., in generalization hierarchy). Its 
representation in a class is called an object instance. Since 
in this article, “object” and “object instance” can be used 
interchangeably without any ambiguity. 

For example, a FSG and a FOG for a human  resource 
database  are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

 
 

Figure. 1 A Fuzzy schema graph of human resource database 

IV. FUZZY ASSOCIATION ALGEBRA 

Fuzzy association algebra is represented following as 
some fuzzy enhancement of Association algebra [12].  In 
the Fuzzy association algebra, all operators  are  defined  to  
operate on  fuzzy association patterns  of  homogeneous  as  
well  as heterogeneous structures. 

A. Fuzzy Association Pattern 

In order to represent a fuzzy association pattern, we 

use   a pair  of  a  pattern  and  a  truth  value  of  the 

pattern, algebraically represented by ))(,( PTP . The truth 

value presents how compatible to a query a pattern is. As 

the value is closer to 1, the pattern is most likely a true 

answer pattern. 

Fuzzy association patterns can be represented by 

representation graphical or representation algebraic. Five 

primitive patterns and a complex pattern are defined in [11] 

as follows: 

Person 

Organization 

High level 

 technician 

Reseach 

center 

Company University 

High educated 

person 

Faculty Reseacher Engineer 

may be 

may be 

may be 

Occuse# 

department 

Project # 

may be 

Spoken 

language 

speciality 

degree 

fluent 

Well  

known 

employed 

graduated 

ss # 

name 

age 

possition 

address 

o-name 

),( mnij ooR  
ijo

mno
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Fuzzy Inner Association Pattern is a single vertex (or 

fuzzy object) in FOG represented by ))(),(( ii aTa , where 

truth value )( iaT is defined by membership degree of 

ia belong to class C, )()( iCi aaT  

representation graphical      representation algebraic 
 )(Tai

    ),( Tai
 

Fuzzy Inter Association Pattern is  composed  of  two  
vertices  and  an  edge  between  two vertices represented  
by  ))(),,(( jiji baTba , where truth value )( jibaT is defined 

followings as )( jibaT  ))(),(),(( jiji baRbTaTMin , where 

)(),( ji bTaT  are truth values of two fuzzy associations 

ia and 
jb , respectively. )( jibaR is relationship value 

between two fuzzy associations 
ia and

jb . 

representation graphical     representation algebraic 

ia  
jb (T)  )),(( Tba ji

 

Fuzzy  Complement  Association  Pattern  is composed 
of  two  vertices and  a complement edge between  two  
vertices represented by ))'(,)'(( jiji baTba   where )'( jibaT  

))(1),(),(( jiji baRbTaTMin , )'( jibaR  is  a  complement 

relationship  of )( jibaR .  Thus )(1)'( jiji baRbaR . 

representation graphical     representation algebraic 

ia  
jb  (T)  ),)'(( Tba ji

 

Fuzzy  Derived Inter Association  Pattern is composed 
of two nonadjacent vertices and a derived edge between  
two  vertices represented  by ~))(~,),(( jiji baTba .  It  is  

possible  that there exists  many sequences between 
ia ,  

and  
jb .  Let  

nkkkk cccc ...,,,, 321
 be  kth sequence of  adjacent 

vertices between 
ia  and 

jb , ~)( jik baT  be  a  truth value  of  

the  sequence. Then ~)( jik baT  

)),(),...,,(),,(),,(( 32211 jnkkkkkki bcTccTccTcaTMin   

~)( jibaT is  the supreme  of ~)( jik baT ,  for all  k,  i.e. 

~))((~)( jikkji baTSupbaT . 

representation graphical      representation algebraic 

ia  
jb   (T)  )~,)(( Tba ji

 

Fuzzy  Derived Complement  Association  Pattern  is  
composed  of  two nonadjacent  vertices and  a  derived 
complement  edge between  two vertices represented  by  

)~')(,~')(( jiji baTba , where 

)~')((~')( jikkji baTSupbaT for all k. 

representation graphical      representation algebraic 

ia  
jb   (T)  ),~')(( Tba ji

 

Complex pattern is generated by composing of the  
primitive patterns: 
representation graphical      representation algebraic 

ia  
jb  

lc   (T)      )),,,(( Tdbcbba kjljji
 

              
kd  

Fuzzy object-oriented data model exists  many 
difference relationships such as Object-class relationship, 
Aggregation relationship, Generalization relationship, etc. 
Determining the degree of relationship between objects in 
the relationships allows us to determine the truth value of 

the fuzzy association patterns when performing the query 
data based on fuzzy association algebra. 

B. Truth Value of Fuzzy Association Pattern 

a. Fuzzy Object-Class Relationship 

In the OODB, determining if an object belongs to a 
class depends on if its attribute values are respectively 
included in the corresponding attribute domains of the 
class. Similarly, the membership degree of an object to the 
class in a fuzzy object-class relationship is calculated using 
the inclusion degree of object values with respect to the 
class domains, and the weight of attributes. 

Let C be a class with attributes }...,,,{ 21 nAAA ,  o be an 

object on attribute set }...,,,{ 21 nAAA , and 
iAo.  denotes the 

attribute value of o  on A.  

In C, each attribute Ai is connected with a domain 
denoted )( iAdom . In the OODB, )( iAdom is a set of crisp 

values and may be a set of fuzzy subsets in fuzzy 
databases. Therefore, in a uniform OODB for crisp and 
fuzzy information modeling, )( iAdom  should be the union 

of these two components, )()()( iii AfdomAcdomAdom , 

where )( iAcdom and )( iAfdom  respectively denote the sets 

of crisp values and fuzzy subsets. 
The inclusion degree of 

iAo.   with respect to )( iAdom  

is denoted ID(dom(Ai), o.Ai) and the evaluation of 
ID(dom(Ai), o.Ai) bases on two cases followings:  

Case 1: o.Ai is a fuzzy value. Let 

)( iAfdom }...,,,{ 21 mfff , where )1( mifi
is a fuzzy 

value, and }...,,,{)( 21 ki cccAcdom , where cl (1 < l < k) is a 

crisp value. Then ))(),(( ii AoAdomID  

 )).),((),.),((max( iiii AoAfdomIDAoAcdomID     (3) 

),.},/0.1...,,/0.1,/0.1({max( 21 ik AocccSID  

         ))).,(max( ii AofSID     

Case 2: o.Ai  is a crisp value. Then 

1))(),(( ii AoAdomID  if o(Ai)  cdom(Ai)  

Else 

}./0.1{),(())(),(( iiii AoAfdomIDAoAdomID   

The membership degree of the object o to the class C is 
calculated as follows, where ))(( CAw i

 denotes the weight of 

attribute Ai to class C. 

n

i

i

n

i

iii

C

CAw

CAwAoAdomID

o

1

1

))((

))(()).),((

)(
  (4) 

Truth value of Fuzzy Inner Association Pattern 
ia is 

defined as follows: 
- If 

ia is an object instance of a primitive class then 

)( iaT  is the inclusion degree of ai  with respect to its value 

domain. )( iaT  ID(dom(ai), ai ), where dom(ai)  denotes  

value domain of the attribute which has value ai 

 - If 
ia is an object instance of a non-primitive class C 

then )()( iCi aaT (calculating )( iC a in a similar way to 

eq. (4)) 
For example, consider fuzzy class Young students with 

attributes Age and Height and an object o. Weight of Age 

and weight of Height are 0.9 and 0.2, respectively. 

Assume }205{)(Agecdom , )(Agefdom {{1.0/20, 
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1.0/21, 0.7/22, 0.5/23}, {0.4/22, 0.6/23, 0.8/24, 1.0/25, 
0.9/26, 0.8/27, 0.6/28}, {0.6/27, 0.8/28, 0.9/29, 1.0/30, 
0.9/31, 0.6/32, 0.4/33, 0.2/34}} and  

)(Heightdom )(Heightcdom [60, 210]. Let )(Ageo  = 

{0.6/25, 0.8/26, 1.0/27, 0.9/28, 0.7/29, 0.5/30, 0.3/31}, 
)(Heighto = 182. According to the definition above, we 

have  

1))(),(( HeightoHeightdomID   

0 o(Age)) 1.0/20}, 1.0/19,

 ..., 1.0/6, 1.0/5,())(),(( SIDAgeoAgecdomID

 

60.0)0.60 0.58, 0,max(

)))(},0.2/34 0.4/33, 0.6/32, 0.9/31,

 1.0/30, 0.9/29, 0.8/28, 0.6/27,({

)),(},0.6/28 0.8/27, 0.9/26,

 1.0/25, 0.8/24, 0.6/23, 0.4/22,({

)),(},0.5/23 0.7/22, 1.0/21, 1.0/20,({max(

))(),((

Ageo

SID

Ageo

SID

AgeoSID

AgeoAgefdomID

 

Therefore, ))(),(( AgeoAgedomID  
60.0)))(),((),(),((max( AgeoAgefdomIDAgeoAgecdomID

Therefore, we have: 
)()( _ ooT StudentsYoung  

       67.0)2.09.0/()0.12.06.09.0(  
Truth value of Fuzzy Inter Association Pattern )( jiba , 

where ai is an object instance of a primitive class, bj is an 
object instance of a non-primitive class C, computed as 
follows 

))(),(),(()( jijiji baRbTaTMinbaT where )( jibaR is 

degree of membership of attribute has value ai to the class C. 

b. Fuzzy Generalization Relationship 

A new class, called subclass, is produced from another class, 
called superclass, by means of method of inheriting. Because a 
subclass is the specialization of the superclass, any one object 
belonging to the subclass must belong to the superclass. 

In fuzzy OODB, classes may be fuzzy. A class produced 
from a fuzzy class must be fuzzy. The subclass-superclass 
relationship is also fuzzy relationship. Therefore, the relationship 
between an object of superclass and an object of subclass is a 
fuzzy. Degree of relationship between them is the possibility 
degree that the object of subclass is the specialization of an object 
of superclass. The possibility degree can also be determined 
based on the degree of equivalence between the two objects and 
the degree of membership of each object to the its class. 

Therefore, we have truth value of Fuzzy Inter 
Association Pattern )( jiba is computed as follows  

))(),(),(()( jijiji baRbTaTMinbaT  

where 
ji ba , are the objects of superclass C and subclass C’ 

respectively. )( jibaR is computed as follows. 

))(),(),(),(min()( ' iCjiiCjiji bbaSEabaSEbaR , SE(ai, 

bj) is competed in similar way to eq. 2 
Similarly, the truth of Fuzzy  Complement  Association  

Pattern ~)( jiba is computed as follows 

)'( jibaT ))(1),(),(( jiji baRbTaTMin  

c. Fuzzy Aggregation Relationship 

An aggregation captures a whole-part relationship 

between an aggregate and a constituent part. These 

constituent parts can exist independently. Therefore, every 

instance of an aggregate can be projected into a set of 

instances of constituent parts. Let A be an aggregation of 

constituent parts B1, B2, …, Bn. 

For o ∈ A, the projection of o to Bi is denoted by 

iBo . Then we have 
nBBB BoBoBo

n
,...,, 21 21

 

A class aggregated from fuzzy constituent parts must be 

fuzzy. The relationship between an aggregate class and a 

constituent class is called fuzzy aggregation relationship.  

Let A be a fuzzy aggregation of fuzzy class sets B1, B2, 

…, Bn. Here , Bi has a set of attributes im

iii AAA ,..., 21  with 

weights respectively are im

iii www ,...,, 21 . Let o be an object of 

class A, the projection of o to Bi is denoted by 
iBo . Then 

we have 
nBBB BoBoBo

n
,...,, 21 21

 

The membership degree of the object o to the class A is 

calculated follows, where ij

iw  denotes the weight of attribute 

ij

iA  to class Bi. 

n

i

m

j

j

i

n

i

m

j

j

i

j

ii

j

i

A
i

i

i

iii

w

wABoAdomID

o

1 1

1 1

)).(),((

)(
   (5) 

Where ij

ii ABo ).( is a value of ij

iA of object 
iBo . 

)).(),(( ii j

ii

j

i ABoAdomID is the inclusion degree of attribute 

ij

iA  of object 
iBo with respect to value domain )( ij

iAdom . 

Truth value of Fuzzy Inner Association Pattern 
ia  is 

defined as follows: 

)()( iAi aaT , here calculating )( iC a in a similar way to 

eq.  (5), 
ia is an object of A. 

Degree of relationship between an object of aggregate 
class and an object of constituent class is the possibility 
degree that the projection of object of aggregate class to 
constituent class is an object of constituent class. The 
possibility degree can also be determined based on the degree 
of equivalence between the two objects and the degree of 
membership of object of aggregate class and an object of 
constituent class to the their classes. 

Therefore, truth value of Fuzzy Inter Association 
Pattern )( jiba is computed as follows  

))(),(),(()( jijiji baRbTaTMinbaT  

where 
ji ba , are the objects of classes A and Bi, 

))()),((),()),((min()( jBjiiiAjiiji bbBaSEabBaSEbaR
i

)),(( jii bBaSE is computed in similar way to eq. 1  

 Similarly, the truth value of Fuzzy  Complement  

Association  Pattern )'( jiba is computed as follows 

)'( jibaT ))'(),(),(( jiji baRbTaTMin  

where )(1)'( jiji baRbaR  

d. Fuzzy Association Relationship 

For three levels of fuzziness within the above object 
class, an association relationship between two object classes is 
fuzzy because of some following reasons. 

- First, an association relationship fuzzily exists in two 
associated classes C1, C2, this association relationship occurs 
with a degree of possibility (0 ≤ ≤ 1). 

- Second, an object belongs to associated classes with 
membership degree. 
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The possibility that the two fuzziness mentioned may 
occur in an association relationship simultaneously.  

For example, an association relationship between Person  
and Organization class (in F.g 1) is represented by fuzzy 
UML as follows: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure. 2 An Fuzzy Association relationship 

Figure 2 shows fuzzy association relationships. In part 
(a), it is uncertain if the person is employed in the 
organization, and the possibility is 0.9. Classes Person and 
Organization have the association relationship  ‘employed’ 
with an 0.8 membership degree. In part (b), it is certain that 
the person is employed in the organization, and the possibility 
is 1.0. Classes Person and Organization have an association 
relationship „employed’ with 1.0 membership degree. But at 
the level of object instances, there exists the possibility that 
the instances of class Person may or may not have the 
association relationship „employed‟. In part (c), two kinds of 
fuzzy association relationships in parts (a) and (b) arise 
simultaneously. 

Let two fuzzy classes C1, C2. The object o1 of C1 is one 
with membership degree )( 11

oC
, the object o2 of C2 is one 

with membership degree )( 22
oC

. Assume that association 

relationship between C1 and C2 occurs with a degree of 
possibility . Degree of association relationship between o1 

and o2 is denoted ),(( 21 ooAss , is defined as follows: 

)),(),(min()),(( 2121 21
ooooAss CC

. 

Therefore, truth value of Fuzzy Inter Association 
Pattern )( jiba is computed as follows  

))(),(),(()( jijiji baRbTaTMinbaT  

where 
ji ba , are the objects of associated  classes C1 and C2, 

),(()( jiji baAssbaR .Therefore,

)),(),(()(
21 jCiCji baMinbaT  

Similarly, the truth of Fuzzy  Complement  Association  
Pattern )'( jiba is computed as follows 

)'( jibaT ))'(),(),(( jiji baRbTaTMin   

where )(1)'( jiji baRbaR . 

V. QUERYING A FUZZY OODB 

In order to query fuzzy data in fuzzy OODB, the first we 
introduced some fuzzy association operators in [11]. The 
notations that will be used in the definition of operators.  A, 
B,..., K  denote  fuzzy classes. Ci denotes a variable for a 
fuzzy class, which can be explicitly named by an attribute.  
[R(Ci, Cj)] denotes  the  fuzzy  association  between two  
classes. {[R (FC, FC,)]} denotes the fuzzy set of fuzzy inter 
patterns having the association denoted by [R (Ci, Cj)].  ai 

denotes  ith  fuzzy pattern of fuzzy class A. P(ai) denotes the 
pattern of fuzzy pattern ai. T(ai) denotes the truth value of 

fuzzy pattern ai. @ denotes a fuzzy inner pattern variable. 

...,,, Denote sets of fuzzy associations. 
i
 Denotes ith  

fuzzy pattern  of  fuzzy  association set. )( iP Denotes a set 

of primitive patterns in .  {W}, {X}, {Y}, ... denote sets of 

fuzzy classes. 
}{X
  Represents fuzzy association set   

which has fuzzy inner patterns from the class in {X}. 

 
Figure. 3 A Fuzzy object graph of human resource database 

A. Operators: 

a. Associate (*) 
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c.         Select ( ) 
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When only P^ is specified 
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When only C^  is specified, 

}))((^

,1)(

,)P()P(  |))T(  ),{(P(  ]C^[)(   ikkk

trueTC

T

i

k

 

The predicate C^ = cT . T is a variable of truth values. 

 is one of comparison operators ,,,,,  and c is a 

value  in  [0,l]. The predicate 
nn TTTP 12211 ...^ , 

)1,...,2,1( nii
 is  a  boolean  operator  (and  or  or). 

),...,2,1( niTi
 is a term. 

d.       Project ( ) 

)}P(pattern  same a  toprojected are)(...,),(),(
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where  )( s

iP is  a subpattern  of  )( iP   which  contains 
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subpatterns as subexpressions of E^  and the paths derived 

expressions  of  D^  between  two  subpatterns. 

e.       Intersect ( ) 

})((@)),((@)

)((@)},{(@)

)((@)),((@)

)((@)},{(@)
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)),(,)P(()P(  |))T(  ),{(P(  }{   ikkk}{}{
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PPPP
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TTMinT
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f.        Union (+) 
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jijik

k

k

PPwhenTTMax

andP

P  

g.         Difference (-) 

)}()()(1),(()

,)P()(  |))T(  ),{(P(     iikkk

jijik

k

PPwhenTTMin

Por  

B. Query Example: 

A major goal of this section that use fuzzy association 
operators to query fuzzy object-oriented data. The truth 
values of the result patterns from implementing fuzzy 
association operators is computed by using methods of 
determining truth value mentioned. We consider a followed 
fuzzy query example on the FSG of Human Resource 
database in Fig. 1 and the FOG in Fig.3.  “List  the  o-names  
of  organizations and the names  of  persons who  are  highly 
educated, high  level technicians and speak fluent English”. 

The query can be represented by fuzzy association 
algebraic as follows: 

( ((o-name*organization * person * name)  (person * 

highly educated person  *  spoken language)   (person * 
high  level  technician)) [spoken language = English])  [o-
name, name, o-name:name] 

Processing this query includes 4 steps as follows: 

Step 1:  Three patterns are processed by associate operator. 
Pattern 1 = o-name*organization * person * name 

Pattern 2 = person * highly educated person * spoken 
language 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Pattern 3 = person * high  level  technician 
 

 
 
Step 2: Three Pattern 1, Pattern 2 and Pattern 3 are 
combined to form Pattern 4 by intersect operator. 

Pattern 4 = Pattern 1  Pattern 2  Pattern 3 
 

 
Step  3: Selection  the  patterns satisfied the condition, 
person  is  associated with 'spoken language  = English', is 
processed from Pattern 4 

Pattern 5 = (Patterns 4)[ spoken language = English] 

 
Step 4: Project the Pattern 5  to  two subpatterns o-name and  
name and then make derived pattern  from o-name node  to 
name node. 

Result_Pattern = (Pattern 5)[o-name, name, o-name:name] 

 
The Result_Pattern is represented by algebraic 

representation as follows: 
((HCM, Nam)~, 0.8), ((HN, Ha)~, 0.7) 
For the query, the result fuzzy patterns ((HCM, Nam)~, 

0.8) mean  proposition  'Nam  employed  in  HCM  is  
highly educated,  high  level  technicians and speaks fluent 
English.' is true with degree 0.8. The result fuzzy pattern 
((HN, Ha)~, 0.7) means proposition 'Ha  employed in  HN  
is highly educated, high level technicians  and speak  fluent 
English.'  is true with degree  0.7.  By the truth values of two   
patterns in Result_Pattern, we know ((HCM, Nam) ~, 0.8),   
is a more suitable answer for the query. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

To extract the necessary information in the database, we 
need to build a data query language with the expectation that 
it manipulates flexibly, versatilely and precisely. In this 
article, we proposed a method of determining the degree of 
relationship between two objects considered in the 
relationships between classes in the fuzzy OODB model as 
the basis for constructing fuzzy association algebra. In 
addition, we also presented an example of querying data in 
fuzzy OODB based on fuzzy association algebraic 
operators. In further studies, we will present the properties 
of the association algebra operators and its application in the 
analysis and optimization of query data. 
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